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ICONNCENSUS
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
Vol. 49-No. 2 New London, Connecticut, Thursday, October 3, 1963 P~IOe-..
Fields of Psychology, English Cyril E. Black
Welcome Nine New Members To Investigate
The English and psychology de, in English. Miss Marion Hamil, Histori cai IJ -a
partments at Connecticut Col- ton, a new part-time lecturer in (I ...... f..te,
lege have gained nine new facul- English and headmistress of Wil-
ty members this year. Iiams Memorial Institute was pre- Cyril E. Black, Duke professor
Five additions are in the depart- viously an assistant professor of of Russian history at Princeton
ment of psychology. Bernard 1. English at the University of Rich- University, will deliver the twen-
Murstein, a new associate profes- mond and at Wellesley College. tieth Henry Wells Lawrence Me-
sor of psychology, has taught Among her publications are: "The
E I Editi f D " moria} Lecture in Palmer Audi-previously at the University of ar y 1 IOns 0 ryden s State,. f I '" Stu . torium October 8 at 7:30. HisConnecticut where he was associ- 0 nnocence, dies in Blblle-
h V I d V "Th topic will be "Russian Interpreta-ate professor of family relations g rap Y, o. an., e.
in 1962.1963. He had previously MSS of Dryden's 'State of Inno- tton of World History: National-
• d th R I' f tst, Marxist, and Marxist-Lenin-been Director of Research and cence an e e atton 0 the Ist." Mrs. Jeanette Brooks Hersey,
Principal Investigator of the Na- Harvard MS to the First Quar· former director of admissions at
tional Institute of Mental Health to." A leading authority on Russia Bennett College, Millbrook, N. Y.,
and' Interfaith Counseling Cen- Miss Joan Hartman, an assist- and Eastern Europe, Professor has assumed her duties as the
ter in Portland, Oregon. He has ant professor of English, and Black has served both the United new associate director of admis-
recently had published Theory housefellow of Mary Morrisson States government and the Unit- sions at Connecticut College.
and Research in Projective Tech. House, has been a teaching fellow ed ~ations. In 1958, he visited The position was created this
niques. His articles and reviews in history and literature at Har- Russia as a ~ember of the three- year in order to provide greater
have also appeared in the Journal vard University, and an assistant: man delegation sent by the U. S. individual attention to the in-
of Projective Techniques, Child professor of English at Wellesley' ~overnment to observe t~e elec- creasing number of college appli-
Development, Psychological Bu]. College. Her main field of inter-I tlOn.s to the SUl?reme Soviet. ~ol- cants.
lettn, Journal of Abnormal and est is Renaissance 17th century [lowing the election, the delegation Mrs. -Hersey will work closely
Social Psychology and others. English literature. MISS Patricia had a two-hour inte.rview with with M. Robert Cobbledick, di-
While at Connecticut College, Mr. Craddock, an instructor in Eng. 1V!r: Khrushchev. Previous to that rector of admissions at Conneetl-
Murstein's two main projects will Hsh, and the housefellow at Bran- VISIt, Professor Black had served cut College since 1941. She will
concern research on the psycho- ford, was an anonymous (Eng- as the alternate U. ~. J!1ember of! assist him with interviews with
logical and sociological factors lish) fellow at Yale University I the u. ~. SUbco.m~ls~lon. on the high school girls who visit the
that go into choosing a marital and an instructor in English at Preven~lOn of DI.sCrl~.InatIon and Icampus and will do considerable
partner, and on an attempt to per. Alabama College. She has recent. Pr~tectlOn. of MI~Ortt::ies.He h.asl traveling to secondary schools
fect projected techniques and to ly submitted to Yale University a wrlt~en widely )TI h!s field, rn-! throughout the country to talk
determine exactly what effect the dissertation entitled, "The Style eluding The Establishment ?f Iwith guidance counselors and stu-
degree of ambiguity has on pro. and Construction of Givens' Auto- Consti~tional ~overnment In. dents about the advantages of the
jection tests. biographies." B~garta, and. (With E. C. Helm"lliberal arts education available to
Mrs. Sandra Fitch and Mr. reich) ~entieth Century En·' women at Connecticut College.
James C. saunders are part time T h rope: A History. He has a per-son- \ The 17 foreign students in rest-
graduate assistants in psycholo- JO it Macquarrie al interest in Connecticut College dence on the New London cam-
gy. They are taking part in the • for his wife is an alumna. . pus this year will be advised by
general experimental program Author Theologian The Lawrence Memorial Lee- the new admissions officer.
and will be assisting in the inde. ture is supported by a fund set Mrs. Hersey comes to her new
pendent study projects. .To Deliver Vespers up by colleagues of Henry Wells post with a background of 11
Miss Judy Krieger '64 and Miss Lawrence, chairman of the de- years in the specialized area of
Sarah Tehan '65 will act as un. partment of history and govern· college admissions problems. She
dergraduate teaching assistants ment at Connecticut College from has been at BeIU1ett College since
in the department of psychology. 1920 to 1942. "Russian Interpre- 1958 and prior to that was an ad·
Sarah will be working with Mr. tations of World History" is the missions counselor for six years
Murstein while Judy will act as twentieth lecture in the series. at llli!!ois Wesleyan University.
an assistant to Miss Torrey.
Four new members have joined:
the English department. Mrs. I
Elaine C. Thiesmeyer, a 1959 ;
graduate of Connecticut College I'
and 'an Alan Olmstead Fellow,
1962·63, will act as an instructor )
Lazrus Grant to Give College
New Co-operative Dormitory
President Shain announced Lazrus of New York City. The
at the 0 pen i n g assembly on gift is to be used for the construe-
Thursday, September 25, that tion of an additional co-operative
Connecticut College has received dormitory to be named after Mrs.
a gift of $100,000 from Mrs. Oscar Lazrus' late husband, S. Ralph
Lazrus, a former president of the
Benrus Watch Company.
The college has asked a hus-
band-and-wife architectural team,
Edward and Margaret Hunter, of
Hanover, Massachusetts, to pre-
sent plans for the dormitory,
which will be erected between
Warnshuis Infirmary and Crozier-
Williams. The Hunters have de-
signed buildings on campuses all
over the country. They designed
the faculty apartments at Dart-
mouth College and the Student
Union at Colby Junior College.
Mrs. Hunter is one of the coun-
try's few outstanding women
architects. Her knowledge of
practicality of design as a mother
and an arc hit e c t promises
to give Lazrus House a most liv-
able plan. It is hoped by the ad-
ministration that the residents of
Emily Abbey House and Vinal
Cottage will be helpful in the
planning of the new co-operative
house. They will have the oppor-
tunity of talking with' the Hunt-
ers during the first semester.
The other cooperative dormitor-
ies are also the gifts of generous
friends of Connecticut College.
Vinal Cottage was a private
home given in 1922 by Mrs. C. G.
R. Vinal of Middletown to be used
as a cooperative house. After
years of serving various pur·
poses, Vinal became a cooperative
house again last year. Mrs. Emily
Abbey Gill of Springfield gave
Emily Abbey House to the Col·
lege in 1939. There are currently
39 students housed in the two co-
operatives. Their college fees are
reduced $600 a year by their com·
plete responsipility for all of their
household activities. Coo per·
ative students are selected on the
basis of their financial need and
academic standing.
Connecticut Faculty Members
Atte:p.dLiberal Arts Workshop
Four members of the connecti'l tional relationships to the com-
cut College faculty participated in munity. Each member of the Con-
Work Begins on Koine; the Danforth Foundation Work, necticut.
Editor McNeary Urges " shop held in Colorado Springs The Workshop is one part of
this past summer. Miss Eastburn, the Danforth Foundation's effort
All Classes to Take Part ' assistant to the President and to strengthen American educa'
KOINEmaymean "common"in dean of administration; Miss Fin· tion. The Foundation was created A song recital featuring Helen
some circles but at Connecticut ney, professor of economics and in 1927. Its purpose is to enrich Boatwright, soprano vocalist, and
College it means Ilyearbook" with I director of .graduate studie~; Mr. Ihigher education through its own William Dale, pianist, will be pre-
the positive connotation "uneom. i Cranz, charrman of the hIstory programs of fellowships and. sented on Sunday afternoon, Oe-
man." f department, and Mr. Kent, chair- workshops as well as through tober 6, 1963, at 4:00 in Palmer
Carol McNeary '64, editor of man of the zoology department, grants to colleges, universities
this year's KOINE, worked on the Dr. John l\lacquarrie represented the college at the sev-I and other educational agencies. auditorium. The program will
literary staff of last year's book. . enth Workshop on Liberal Arts I also include a composition by
She knows from experience that Dr. John Macquarne, Professor Education from June 17 to July 5. 'T7 • d P Miss Martha Alter.
a f~~ individuals with a flair for Iof Systematic Theology at New Twenty,five other liberal arts yane rograms Mrs. Boatwright is one of
~ting, pho~ography, or art work York's Union Theological Semi·~~i~~~e:o~~~:CCtei~edoftfhouerirneVlp':Resume at TY7C'NI AmeIica's leading singers. She
~u a.dd SPice. to. the book and nary. will speak at vesper serv- ". I h 'j I
t th t I t book
resentatives. Amo'ng 'hose tak. as sung reel a s all over the
give 1 e VI a 1 y a year ices .this Sunday, October 6, at 7 ·lneeds. She has chosen Karen Cor. p.m. in Harkness Chapel. ing part in the program were The Connecticut College radio United States as well as in Eng·
nell '64 and Sue Thurston '64 to. Brown, Mt. Holyoke, Union, station, WCNI, 620 on the AM land and Germany <under aus·
manage respectively the art and Born In.Renfre~, Scotl.and, Dr. carleton and Brandeis. The dele- dial, has resumed broadcasting pices of the State Department),
ph 0 tog rap h y departments of MacquaITIe recel.ved. hi~ M.A. gates attended daily seminars, for the 1963-64 school year. A pre-
KOINE '64. These girls need the from ~lasgow Umver~I~Y.In 1940, heard distinguished speakers, ex. view:, featuring various- types of and in India during a year's res-
assistance of members of all four an? ~IS Bachelor of DIVml~y from changed opinion on the nature of mUSIC to be played, was heard idence there. Last spring she was
classes to give the book the full Trimty College, Glas~ow m 1943. the liberal arts, program and last Wednesday. In the future requested to sing at the White
coverage that this years KOINE In 1944, he. was o~dame~ by the talked about the strengths,' prob· WCN! will ~e on the ~ir Monday House for the President and Mrs.
is trying to achieve. Presbytery of PaIsley mto the lems, and future of the liberal through Fnday from 7:3()..8:00
. . Church of Scotland. Dr. Macquar. arts college. Ia.m. and 7:00·11:00 p.m. Morning Kennedy and their guest, the
CIrculatIOn (~ales) is being di- rie received his Ph.D. from Glas. Each college participating in' programs will feature news, GFalld Duchess of Luxembourg.
rected by semors Nancy C9gut gow University in 1954 Between the Workshop was also asked to weather, an? music. Classical.and She has. made several recordings
a.nd8uzy Geet.er. Marilyn Ellman 1959 and 1962 he was the' D,'rector per I al f lk dIal64 d rt state its study purpose. The con· 0 .a, c aSSlC.' o. an c asS.IC , including a now·famous one of
IS a ve Ismg manager. of Lay Education ,-nGlasgow. 1MUSIC 109 ltdA cern of the Connecticut College . . IS enmg . an .Jazz, many songs of Charles Ives. She
1] of ~hese .cha!nnen need the Dr. Macquarrie's books include team was to study ways to main.l shows ~nd light claSSIcal wIll be
help of gIrlS WIth Ideas as well as An Existentialist T b eo log y tain unity in the undergraduate' heard In .that order Monday has also appeared in television
those who would like to help ~th (955); The Scope of Demytholog. program in view of new develop. I t~ough FrIday o~ the 7-11 p.m. programs in New York. Mrs.
the bUSy wor~. Carol es~eclall'y izing (960); and Twentieth Cen. ments in areas such as accelera- shl.ft. Hoot~nanmes every other Boatwright holds the rank of
urges non-semors to asSIst thIS tory Religious Thought pUblish- tion, pre-professional training, ~flday evenmg are among pro· lecturer in music at Connecticut
year so that a group of girls in ed last spring , honors programs and institu·. Jected plans. College.
each class will develop a solid' '! WeNI premiered last night
background in sales, photogra. r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;' with two hours of folk music, fol· Miss Martha Alter, composer
phy, and other aspects of "year. lowed by two hours of classical of the "Prayers of Kierkegaard,"
bookery" that will be invaluable The Student Government is sponsoring the showing of the selections. The station staff hope is professor of music and chair-
~~e~~h:n~r;~.comes for KOINE movie "David and Usa" for the benefit of the Rosemary Park students will continue to appreci- man of the music department.
Fund, The film will be shown at 8:00 p.rn. on Saturday eve- ate the programs offered, weI·
KOINE sales are being handled come any suggestions and help, She holds degrees from V.assar,
by dorm representatives; the Ding at Palmer Auditorium. Admission will be 50 cents, and thank them for their current 'the Eastman School of MUSICand
price for the 1964 book is $5.50. interest and response. Columbia University.
Admission Office Names
[eaneueBrooks Hersey
New Associate Director
\
Eminent Musicians
To Present Recital
CoaaCealal Thursday, October 3, 1963
meaning and implication of the
issues raised by these stresses.
I am writing because I think
most natural and needed step. Be- that the issues surrounding the
ginning this fall is a new Roman actions on this treaty are of pro-
Catholic group, a Jewish group, a found and paramount importance
United Protestant group, a Chris- to every human being. I address
tian Science group, and possibly a my comments to your readers be-
Unitarian group, an Eastern Or- cause the issues strike directly
thodox group and a Friend's and immediately at young adults.
meeting. The religious fellow- If you and your fellow students
ship cabinet will continue to act are not desperately concerned
as the co-ordinator of all religious about these issues, you certainly
activities on campus by adding a should be.
representative from each of the The issues I am talking about
three major religious groups. By are the immediate ones - the
the common meeting of the major things that are happening to
faiths in the cabinet, it is hoped young people right now-like dy-
that we can more easily admlnis- ing of leukemia or thyroid, can-
ter to the many and varied reo cer, like having children with
Ilgious needs on campus. As has gross genetic defects, like load-
been our policy in the past. ReB- ing your bones with cancer pro-
gious Fellowship will sponsor a ducing radiation simply through
series of talks on Religious Is- eating cereals or drinking milk.
sues in l\[odern literature which There is, of course, the much big-
we feel will be of general interest ger issue of the relation of bomb
to everyone regardless of her par- tests to nuclear war. But this is a
ticular faith. These talks will be controversial question and there-
given by prominent faculty mem- fore is generally excluded from
bers who have a special interest genteel discourse. It- also is a long
in the author on whom they will range question (hopefully); it
Jill Landefeld '64 speak. Mr. Bieber, chairman of certainly Is a subtle and compli-
the French department, will be- cated mixture of politics, science,
President, IRC gin the series next Wednesday morals and strategy-far too com-
evening, October 9, with a lee- plicated a mixture to deal with
Expanded Religious Program ture on Camus. Turay Ucal, one in this letter. I will therefore Iirn-
of our foreign graduate students, it myself to these immediate is-
.To the editor: will begin our series of discus- I sues, even though I think they
The Connecticut College stu- sions on other religions. She will 'are secondary. .
dent has been generally informed I speak October 10 in Larrabee Points of the Treaty
of Chapel activities and programs living room on Islam. The move The treaty itself is very short
to be sponsored by the Religious I from the formal and institution- and simple; it took only 20 col-
Fellowship this year through the i alized atmosphere of the Chapel umn inches in the July 26 New
regular .media of campus com-l proper to. t~e library downstairs, York Times, Including the pream-mumcation - posters, campus i to dorm living rooms and even to ble and five short articles. Article
mail, I.C.C. bazaar, Freshman I the snack shop, will facilitate, we I is the basic agreement by the
Week, etc. It has seemed wise to, hope, an atmosphere of informal- three initiating powers, United
us, the President of the Religious Ity, openness and participation. States, United Kingdom and Sov-
Fellowship and the Acting Direc-1 The series of lectures on Relt- iet Union, to "prohibit, prevent
I tor of Chapel Activities for 1963- gious Issues in Modern Literature and not to carry out any nuclear
It is hoped that the new system, by representing the three 1964, to set forth at the beginning, and the series of discussions on weapon test explosion or any cth-
major faiths on campus, will serve to increase participation 01' this year the general philoso-j other religions will be the only er nuclear explosion" in the at-
and representation in individual religious activities, while phy behind the plans we have: programs sponsored by the Relf- mcsphere, outer space or under-
made. By setting forth the "why" gious Fellowship cabinet as a unit- water, or in any other environ-
consolidating the whole into a more dynamic and active body. as weI!as Ihe "what," we hope to ed body.We hope that the relig- ment (Le., underground) if the
Of course, time alone will tell whether the new regime is establish some basis of under- ious groups will take the oppor- radioactive debris passes outside
standing so that students will tunity of filling out our usual the tester's territorial limits. Oth·
capable of achieving its aims or not, At present, we harbor freely participate in what is of-I weekly .~rogr~m times wHh their er articles provide for amend-
some tt'epidations as to the wisdom of the plan. One of the fered. own diSCUSSIOns, lectures and ments (veto power retained by
professed goals of the new system is to try to "eliminate The Sunday Vesper program'is services. the iniUating three) and for the
the responsibility of the Director Mr. James D. Purvis joining of other nations in the
apathetic views toward religion on campus." We cannot help of Chapel Activities. Our speak- Mary E. Speare agreement (over 80 nations 'but
but feel mildly insulted at this statement. The presence and ers this year were arranged not France or China have already
expression of anything even remotely resembling a lview' through consultation with repre- ratified the treaty>.
sentatives of the Administration Test-Ban Treaty Then there is Article IV. This
would immediately indi~te the complete reverse of apathy. (the President and the Dean), the T h Edi . one is the gimmick~a real Yos·
It would seem far more logical to fear apathy and inertia Student Body (President Joanna 0 t e tor. sarian's Catch 22:
where no views were held at all. Apathy implies complete Warner), and the Religious Fel- Just a week ago the United[. "This tr~aty shall be of unUm·
lowship. We have attempted to St~tes Senate voted 80 to 19 to lted duratlon.
lack of activity and motivation. Was it slothful apathy that bring the best available speakers ratify the partial ban on nuclear "Each Party shall in exercis-
abolished the compulsory chapel requirement? Quite the con- to you for these services. The con- w~apons tests. For several weeks I ing its national sovereignty have
trary. We seem to remember some rather heated debates on text 'in which these speakers ad- prIOr to the vote, testimony and the right to withdraw from the
dress the students is that of a debate on the treaty dominated treaty if it decides that extraordi·
the subject, and it would appear that the members of the Chapel Worship service. Our the news; for s~ver~l mo~ths be- J nary eve~ts have je~ardized the
student body have a healthy air of individualism and inde- Chapel stands in a particular Ii. fore that, publIc dlScuSSIon and supreme mterests of ltS country.
pendence about them. They appear to prefer to 'get' their turgical tradition which can best comment on the proposal raged It shall give notice ... three
be described as inter.denomina- through the daily press. Any months in advance."
religi~n when and how they feel they should, not as someone tional Protestant Christian. The newspaper reader could hardly This arrangement for instant
else dIctates, regardless of the competence pf those persons service is similar to that used in have avoided awareness that withdrawal leaves the treaty with
dictating. One is led to think that the major part of the stu- a number of New England col· somethingimportantwas happen·,an aura of profundity and per·
d bod
leges. Chapel participation is vol- ing. I wonder, though, if your manence about equal to that of a
ent y prefers its own lpersonal' religion, rather than a untaristic and no student is com- readers are fully aware of the fourteen-year old's decision to "go
mass-produced, and mass-oriented version of the same be- pelled to 'participate in a service variety.of stresses exerted on the steady." .
liefs. of Worship which is foreign to her tre~ty Its~lf a.nd on the process I .~rmativ~ Arg~lIr~ents
religious traditions. Since the col- of Its ratification; I wonder also, ThIS lS a senous mdIctment-
Toward this end of mOl'e individual religion, the new sys- lege experience is a broadening if they are fully conscious of the i See "Bombs"-Page 5
tem may be a significant step. It remains to be seen how one, we highly recommend that -----------'----------------
I students from other religious tra-arge a part of the student body will find it appealing. Indi- ditions (whether they be Catho-
viduals may now join the group of their choosing, in hopes lie or Jewish, Buddhist or Mos-
that the planned activities will be more in accordance with lem) participate in, and learn
from, what is offered. While the
their particular religious view. This would certainly imply basic service of Worshipwill con.
an improvement over the mass-produced variety. We won- tinue unchanged,we hope to ex·
der though if the difference will be that great after all. If periment this year (on occasion)
the apparent individualism was strong enough to remove the Wltth elements of other liturgicalraditions. For example, on Octo-
entire compulsory system, it is quite possible that the same, ber 20 we shall have a speaker
or nearly the same, amount will prevent any large jump in who is an Episcopalian.We hope
attendance at meetings which are aimed at a somewhat to have an Episcopal Evensong
on that occasion, not only for the
smaller audience, but which would still retain traces of be- benefit of those students who are
ing 'group-oriented.' of 'this particular tradition, but
for those who are not, that their
The other apprehension we have is that the entire system circle of appreciationand respect
might degenerate into a sort of 'social whirl,' with the va- might be broadened. We shal!
rl' . f th f also have speakers from other reoOUS groups vymg or e use 0 the student lounge at r 'ous traditions (e.g., a Jewish
Crozier-Williams in order to hold 'mixers' and 'workshops' ~~bi. a Catholic Priest, a Rus·
with affiliated groups from nearby colleges. We feel that this sian Orthodox Priestl,and al-
;s I terations will be made in the lit-entire y possible. Let us be honest: Which would you pre- urgical pat!1:ern'on these occa.
fer, a mixer with the Yale Newman Club on Friday night, sions. Our,Chapel will 'be made
or a half-hour lecture on the "Role of the Christian Woman available, for times other than
I'n Mod S' t "? P h h Sunday evening, fur Worshipern oCley. er aps we ave underestimated the services which the newly formed
religious fervor of our student body but if Religious Fellow- groupsmay desire to schedulefor
ship itself finds us so apathetic, we doubt it. their own benefit or for the Col·
/ lege community on a whole.
Admonitions, warnings, and speculations aside, we eagerly With the expanded student
await the outcome of ·an interesting innovation. body and new policyof voluntar·
ism, the recognition and accept-
ance of religious pluralism was a1---------- _
ConnCensus Letters to the EditorI
To the editor:
The International Relations
Club will soon be making out its
annual list of donn representa-
tives. We would like to locate at
least two people in each donn
who would be willing to help us
publicize lectures and discussions,
and who would be interested in
participating in discussions with
guest speakers. Our publicity ac-
tivities include making posters
for the dorms, making announce-
ments at dinner, and helping to
stuff mailboxes. Additional help
would also be needed in selling
UNICEFChristmas cards, and in
collecting books for our Books for
Africa drive. We welcome people
who have a general interest in
international relations, who have
ideas for a subject for a discus-
sion group, and who wish to meet
guest speakers and help us with
the planning of lectures. If you
would be interested, please con-
tact me (Bov 545) as soon as pos-
sible.
Established 1916
Publlahed by the student. ot Connect1cut Colleae every Thunday througb-
out the ooUeee year trom september to June, except durin .. mid-yean and
vacaUoDa.
second ews entry authorized at New London. COnnecUeut.
AoeoelatedCollegiate Preu
latereollegiate Preu
Member
NaIl_I AdvertIsIng Senlce, Inc.
CoDoc- P1:lblbhen BepnMllWhe
IS Ea.at 50 St. New York, N. Y.
1..1."1 •• IIUO •• LI, ,.nu...... 'Udl"'CI
IC4lte,-ln-ChJel
Judith M1lt:teln
Maaaa"lal' ZdJt.,
Barbara Goldmark
&dJtel'lal Staff
N.... "'II ..r!~~~!!!!~Ger-r-y Oliva '65Feature EdItor Virginia Chambers '65Copy EdItor Christina zvtrnan '64AulataDt 0007 &41&0, Martha Williams '65
Makeup _EdItors Joan Bucciarelli '66-, Sue Leiser '66
AdVertlaln,s.:.-;:cer Judy Ballen '65, Carolyn Sham roth '65
BualnMS Hedi Maulsby '66
CtreUlatlOD Donna Maulsby' 66
BIeha.n1'8 IC4I.tors Emily Littman '65, Beth Murphy '65
8elllol' Bo .....
Marie Birnbaum '64, Linda Dexter '64. Susan Epstein '64, Karen Kunstler '65,
Milanne Rehor '65. .roen Ross '64. -Carolyn Crossley, Gay Justin. Carol~r Lewis. Janet Matthews, Diane Neale,~~r:ik~.andberg. Holly Lee Schanz, rude Stoddard. Christine Upham. Ruth
Editorial
God and
I
Religious Fellowship has at last taken decisive action in
the face of the pietistical torpor which seems to pervade this
campus.
Woman
M.R.
Management
••
Under New
Thursday, Oetober 3, 1963 CODDeeDeUe Page'l'bree
Dr. William S. Coffin Appeals
For Man's Self-Examination
"Choose you this day whom
you will serve." I
With this passage from Joshua
as his central theme the Rever-I
end William Sloane Coffin, Jr.,
c hap 1a in of Yale University.
launched a Vespers audience of
several hundred into an hour 01
deep and welcome reflection. To
say that it was "good" to see the
Chapel entirely filled for this
opening Vespers service will not
suffice, for although the Chapel
was holding its capacity, it is still
a great shame that every student
could not have experienced the
power of Mr. Coffin's address.
We might describe Mr. Coffin
as a young, vigorous religious
practitioner. He spoke not only as
a Protestant to a non-sectarian
gathering, but as a humanitarian
to a group from "Western Civili-
zation." Mr. Coffin's speech called
not only for purpose but for right
purpose. His appeal was one for
action.
Fleming's Bond Offers Solution
To British Security Problems
There's a curious drug on the Itery novel. This menace of the In-
marke.t that has been ~ooking an ~Uectual health of the intelligent-
appalling number of literary so- sra puts a severe strain on the
phtsticates, at one time proud of Inerves. Having contracted crtp-
their immunity to the common pling Bonditts, as it is popularly
garden variety blood 'n' guts mys- called, it takes a lot of nerve to
admit to being addicted to some-
thing as uncouth as a cloak and
dagger story. Notable among
those afflicted with this rare mal-
ady is Harvard's version of
"Whistler's Mother." When anti-
cipating an attack, he shifts his
rocking chair into automatic pilot
and surrenders himself to James
Bond, British Secret Service agent
oo7-a super-spy with a license to
kill. And kill he does, expertly
and quite often with remarkable
artistry.
Ian Fleming created an answer
to Britain's security problems in
the fictional person of James
Bond. Cunning, ruthless, fr-ight-
eningly attractive, 007 is a genu-
ine pain in the neck to organized
crime and Russian counter intelli-
gence. Given free rein by the
chief of the double 0 section of
the secret service (a group of
male rarities in the security sys-
tem granted the option to assasst-
nate), Bond rips his way into the
intestines of two of the most im-
A prospectus for a Senior Cen- meeting would become the "lead- pressive organizations of crime
ter at Bowdoin College states, er" and a different professor: and espionage ever to threaten
"We detect at Bowdoin signs that would enter as a member. This the free world ... S.P.E.C.T.R.E.
for too many students the senior two week arrangement seems I (Speci~l Executive for Crime,
year is not the culminating ful- sensible for three reasons: 1) ~erronsm, Revenge and Ex~or-
fillment of undergraduates' hopes with different professors serving I bon) and SJYIERSH (a collection
and expectations. Many students, as leaders, different points of of ComI?umst. Boy SCouts "Yh?
concerned about their careers, view and areas of specialization I ear~ their m~nt badges by eliml-
military obligations, marriage, Iwould be brought out in the dis- nating enemies of ~he state), as
and personal plans, find them- cussion series; 2) by having each Iwell as. a me.nagene of colossal
selves less committed to class- professor (except the first) sit : crooks including Goldfinger, ~e
room work and College activities first as a member of the seminar, ISpangled Mob,. the C::e~ent MIX-
than was the case a generation Ihe would be able to get a feeling Iers and the Unione SICIliano.
ago. Second, there appear from; for the other members of the W_riting with an e~e to minu.te
many sources indications that seminar, and hence more easily Ldetall ... for Bond IS a. connors-
Bowdoin's situation is by no be able to lead the discussion the seur of women, automobiles, alco-'InsI.ght'Announces means unique. The findings of so-: followtng week; 3) Whereas many hol and food ... and the t~uch of
cial scientists who 'have addressed professors may not want to take a Marquis de Sade, Flemmg rna-
Ed
- - themselves to college education on an entire semester of this type neuvers 007 through gun b~ttles,itors; Projects indicate that the undergraduate. of seminar, they may be more torture chambers and boudoirs all
, 'program requires modification to willing and interested in such a over the. world leavmg corpses
D f P hI- - meet the peculiar needs of rna- program if they were responsible and pantmg women at the sceneate 0 U ieation ture .students." for only a short period of it. of each conquest ... and all to.A-\ 1.' the glory of England's secret
The projected publicatlo dat Many students here agree with The main purpose o~ the set;ti- service! (It seems a pity that
for I . ht th II n ti e the ideas contained in this state- nar would be dISCUSSIon, which James Bond is merely a figment
_ nsrgnt, e co ege crea rve would presumably be based on f ....
wrttfng magaZine is Wednesday ment, and offer several specific readin f th t f Th· 0 an agII~ Imagmation.)
December 11. Working on th~ examoles or reasons for their dis- g or ~ ~ee mg. IS Improbable as the man might
editorial board this semester are. content: 1) by senior year semi. PlurPOfse,pus t eldabct Ithadtsevther-be, agent 007 is a delight to be- . 'a pro essors wou e ea mg e t II ed C I dPat Arnold editor- Marie Birn nars are thought to be the most . d· . h· men a y savour . rue, rugge." - semmar urmg t e semester ad' It·
baum, Jlterary editor; Marcia valuable form of class, but there would su est that a ers and ~ amazmg y expe~ In every-
Phillips, bus i n e s s manager; are too few of these to J?O around, tests sho~fd be exc~led This t~lI~g from car~ sharpmg to scuba
Nancy Dana, exchange editor. so to speak: 2) emphasis on long would not be un recedent~ as diVing, .from vmtage champagn~s
Ivana Obst and June Adler are papers tends to decrease student I d b th P . d '_ to exotIC perfumes, he cools hIS
k
. . . t· t· t I examp eye reqUIre semor way through some of the most
war mg on advertIsmg, and Joan rno Iva IOn 0 prepare for c ass colloquis at Stanford Universit ...
Ross heads the art board. caro- thorou.l!hly enou,gh to enable the.. . y. ex.traordinary sItuatiO~s ever con-
lyn May vvill do the layout and promotion of ,e-ood class discus. The COllOqUlSare not. con- C;IVed, the best .of w!IlCh ~re me-
motif drawings for the magazine. sion; 3) by senior year, there is ducted as research semmars .. ticulously descnbed'1n Live and
The tryouts held last Friday e-enerally considerable concentra- Nonn~lly the s~udents are asked Let Die, Thunderball, Dr.
night brought forth the new cre. tion in a student's maJor, often at to WrIte a creative essay on some No, Goldfinger, Casino Roy·
ative writing board: Karen Stoth- the expense of a comprehensive aSIJ:ec't of the p'ro~lem around ale and D i a m on d ~ Are For-
ert, Julia Sternbach, Carylle Bar. view of material or problems. which the colloqUlm IS. conducted, ever .. !he others, w~I1e most en-
tholomew Susan Pettibone Su- Partially to meet this situation an.d the course grade IS based on tertammg, cannot qUite match the
san Ford: Lois Weiner, Kimba we propose a "senior djscussio~ ~I~ e~say. and t~ stud.ent's par- brilliance of the six m~ntioned_
Wood, Bonnie Johns, Marianna seminar." for credit. which would tlclpatIon m the dlscusSl0!1 rB:the~ Nevertheless, once. addicted to
Kaufman, Jamie Kaulley. emphasize an integrative ap- than on a fo.rmal. exammatlOn. James Bond, there IS no way c:tUt
As in previous years art, mu- proach to some problem i.n the (Sta~ford Umverslty c:atalogue.) save that of complete saturatIOn
~ic, prose, poetry, essays, and pho- modern world. in much the same In View of the fact that .several ... unless, of course, your rocker
t?gr~phy will be.a~cepted for pub- way as does the Freshman sum. pr?fessors wo~ld ~ le~dIng the runs down.
lI~atlOn. Once agam the staff en- mer reading program. The for- See Semmar' -Page 4
courages students to submit ac· mat of the seminar would be as1---------------,--------------
counts of the interesting work follows: at each meeting two pro-
they are doing in scientific fields. fessors would be present, one as
All ~ubmissions should be given the "leader" of the discussion, the
to either Pat Arnold (Plant, box other as a member of the semi-
#29) or Marie Birnbaum (Mar- nar. The following week the
shall, box #64),,,or sent through "member" professor from the last
campus mail to box #64, by Tues-
day, November 5.
Each submission for publication
is judged ANONYMOUSLY by
both the editorial and creative
writing boards. At a preliminary
meeting of the editorial board all
work is briefly considered. Dur-
ing ensuing meetings of the ere-
Iative writing board, each submis-
sion is carefully examined, and
I suggestions for publication or re-
jection are made. The editorial --------------
board meets again to discuss the
submitted material. Final deci-
sions for publication are based on
suggestions made by both the edi-
torial and the creative writing
boards.
A new policy begun last year
by for mer art editor Ellen
Schulman will be continued and
culminated this semester. In pre-
vious years excellent art work
submitted to Insight was rendered
totally ineffective by the sizing
and change of medium necessary
for publication in the magazine. book sto:re f?r 60c. The college
This year students who wish to con:mumty IS asked ~o support
have their work published are Insfght as representative of the
asked to submit a represent,:tive; creative work being done by stu-
work to Joan Ross (Morrtsson, dents on this campus.
box #727). On the basis of these
submissions the art board will se-
lect students to create work with
the size and medium of the maga-
zine in mind. Since lithographs
can be sized for the magazine
without adverse effect, students
are also encouraged to submit
lithographs for immediate consid-
eration. SCulpture can be easily
photographed for publication.
Copies of the 1963 spring issue
of Insight are now on sale in the
Question Values
Mr. Coffin's speech called for
man's re-examination of his vi-
sion. History has shown that man
strives for absolutes on behalf of
which he may act. It is not that
man has lost his absolutes, says
Coffin, or his desire for them.
Man has, Instead, turned in the
wrong direction. He has made
what should be relative absolutes
his ultimate absolutes. Man has
made the family and the nation,
as examples, his absolutes when
he should have turned to God,
whom Coffin said, is the one ul-
timate. It is from God, as mani-
fested in our ability as human be-
ings to love, that we derive our
value.
What Mr. Coffin said is that
our turning to rela tive absol utes
has made us lose our wholeness
as human beings. It 'has blinded
us to our potentials to love, and
it is this love that will give us
the courage necessary to stand up
and fight for the values we as
individuals should know are right.
He, referred to our choice which
is after all "only to become who
we are." It is then and only then
when we become who we -are,
that we will have re·established
ourselves as worthy of being
.called human beings.
Mr. Coffin is well known for his
forceful activities in the Civil
Rights movement. His tone Sun-
day evening, however, was not of-
fensively radical, but penetrating
and moderate. He certainly gave
the staunchest racist, nationalist
or elitist of any kind cause to re-
flect.
Seeks Rededication
The scope of Mr. Coffin's mes-
sage is great, for we may con-
sider the import of his words on
many levels. We may consider
seriously and without breaking a
Commandment where our obliga-
tion to parental and traditional
restrictions end and where our
obligation to ourselves begins.
We have allowed ourselves to get
far "off base" by putting the in-
significant before greater long-
range commitments.
Contemporary authorities fre-
quently dwell on the huge respon-
sibility and challenge of the fu-
ture faced by our generation of
college students. We are threat-
ened by a total war unlike any
holocaust ever imaginable. We
are confronted by an ideology
which challenges our most basic
commitment as Americans. We
are surrounded by friends and in-
structors who have "no time" for
God. We live in a democracy
which at any time could be ripped'
open because of the sham of
"equality between the races." Mr.
Coffin asked us to recall the
words of Luther's hymn, /IA
mighty fortress is our God." He
urged us fa remember what our
God really is and he reminded us
of the many idols with which we
have replaced Him. We cannot af-
ford to let Mr. Coffin's words slip
away from us, for Sunday night
he reminded us of what we have
lost as human beings. He showed
us the horrible consequences of
allowing our most basic quality
of being citizens equal under God
to slip away.
If the excellence of Mr. Coffin's
address is an example of the qual-
ity that the Chapel plans for us
this year, then we are confident
that the Vespers program will re-
ceive the attention it will deserve.
V. Chambers
C. Jaflin
Senior Offers New Seminar;
Faculty Would Join Discussion
Fridays I . 4
Saturdays 9 :30 • 12 :30
Bunny Bertolette
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_ ORIENTAL GIFTS-
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New London, Conn.
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ment of Community Development
in Handeni, Tanganyika, a vil-
lage of approximately 500 people,
about 200 miles inland in the
northeastern part of the country.
By the end of the summer we
deeply concerned Americans ex- had almost completed the class-
ploded and came true in what room building and donnitory for
was the most solemn and. at the the Community Development
same time, joyous of the sum- Training Center. when the eight
mer's demonstrations. The March building complex is completed it
on Washington proved to the na- will be used for short courses in
tion and the world that the Inte- adult education. Most Crossroads
g ration movement is, in fact, non- groups have African students as
violent and that its demands for
constitutional rights and dignity counterparts. However, due to a
mix-up in planning, the students
will be made in a non-violent, were in school and we worked
peaceful manner. The march dem- with prisoners instead.
onstrated the cohesiveness and The project was part of the
strength of the movement, bound Tanganyikan government's self-
by an omnipresent, penetrating help scheme ... i.e. if a given vil-
love, something which many lage wants a school or a road, the
Americans doubted when the size government provides materials
of the march was predicted. and an engineer and the local peo-
The march on Washington was pIe provide the labor. The self.
awesome and beautiful. It mourn- help idea was new in our area,
ed for the many who have died and we observed a number of dif-
in the fight for freedom, but it ferent reactions. Some days not
also inspired optimism in those one person would come to the
who might have become discour- work site. Other days, pO·l00 pea-
aged by the defeats so as not to ple would arrive. The number-of
see the progress. people working was not, however,
Most of all, however, the March proportionate to the amount of
on Washington reached out to work accomplished. Most of the
those who were not there. The men have never led very arduous
conscience and heart of America lives and were usually content to
wer;e hit by the exploding dream watch us and their wives lay
which has, perhaps, begun to bricks
awaken the 'killers of the dream.' We 'worked government hours
_________ K. K. 7 a.rn. to 2 p.m. and were the~
free to do whatever we wished.
Because of the absence of orga-
nized recreation, we spent most
of our afternoons wandering
through the town and local coun-
tryside, trying to communicate in
our limited Swahili. We found the
people to be the most generous,
hospitable, and friendly we had
ever met. They had an endless
curiosity about the "strangers
from America" and continually
pelted us with questions about
everything from the corn belt to
the race question. Although few
people have had above an elemen-
tary education and most have no
education at all, they are ex-
tremely perceptive and knowl-
edgeable of the problems that our
country faces. Tan k any i k a
achieved independence in 1961
and because of the problems 'they
went through they are extremely
sensitive about the race problem
and are prone to accept state-
m~nts such as those recently
made by Senator Ellander as the
The summer of 1963 saw a
dream explode. It saw a people
who have waited too long for a
dream to be fulfilled; the Negro
people can wait no longer. The
turbulance of the past summer
has struck at the conscience and
hearts of many Americans. The
Negro revolt has become a revo-
lution of Americans throughout
the entire country to achieve the
justice and democracy of which
we have talk.ed for so long.
The many murders which oc-
curred this summer are only a
few of the more than three thou-
sand lynchings and murders of
Negroes that our country has
permitted ifl the twentieth cen-
tury. But the Negro people in
this country, and many white
Americans too, are no longer will-
ing to sit idly-by while their
brothers and sisters are denied
the vote, forced to suffer Indlgnl-
ties, humiliated, and, in many
cases, murdered, castrated, lynch-
ed, and raped. The country is out-
raged, the people can wait no
longer, and the Congress has be-
gun to respond.
The move this summer was to
the streets. In Jackson, Missis-
sippi; Danville, Virginia; New
York Ci ty; Chicago; Los Ange-
les; Birmingham, Alabama; Sa-
vannah, Georgia, and in countless
other cities in the United States,
people, at the same time restless
and tired, demonstrated for their
rights and those of their fellow
man.
On August 28, the dream of
many civil rights leaders and
Sir Hugh Foot Presents Talk
On Future of A frican Nations
Foresees Conflict
Along the same line, Sir Hugh
reminded his audience that the
British governor is never an
agent of London, but acts as the
general consensus in our country. advocate of the nation that is be-
We were able to take several ing governed. He also said that it
weekend trips during the sum- is of the utmost importance that
mer. We spent a few days in the rule of law prevail in any
Tanga, a city-port on the Indian colonial situation. Equal justice is
Ocean and one day in a Masai a necessity that goes without say-
village. As a part of the sum- ing. It is not surprising that the
mer's program we were allowed Union of South Africa is not a
two weeks to travel. The first member of the Commonwealth.
week was spent in Dar es Salaam, Sir Hugh's prognostication for
the capital of Tanganyika and in the Africa problem was one of an
Zanzibar, an island off the coast. inevitable, bloody race conflict.
Dar es Salaam is a very modern He sees this as being likely to. oc-
city. Zanzibar, however, still re- cur first in Portuguese Angola,
tains much of the Arab influence, rather than in South Africa. The
both in architecture and the pace restrictions and force of the po-
of life. Our last week wi!' spent lice state in South Africa make
in Nairobi, Kenya. During our any immediate trouble unlikely;
stay we were privileged to meet however, the situation in Angola
Tom Mboya, the vice-president of is much differ~nt. Becau~ of th~s'
Kenya. Nairobi is as modern as specter of VIOlent conflict, SIr
any American city but it has one .Hugh places all his hope in the
distinct feature th~t none of our powers of the United Nations to
cities have, a game park only five solve an African crisis. He c?m-
miles from the city. A tour of the mer:ted that. the newly emergmg
park was a very fitting close to nat.lOns: besld~s ha~mg a strong
j. summer filled with new expert- belief In national mdepen~enc.e',
ences, new jriends, and hopefully, have an e9ually .strong ?ehef m
a little insight into the problems the .nec.esslty of International or-
and aspirations of one of Africa's gantaatlons. The success of the
emerging nations. United Nations as a peaceful me-
Sue Gemeinhardt '65 diator appears to be centered with
a small group of dedicated men
who counteract the strong nation-
alistic fervor of the two opposing
"big nation blocs," with an inter-
national interest that must in the
end be successful.
Sir High noted in response to a
question concerning the African
opinion of United States racial
conflict, that the Africans are
more interested in African affairs
than in those of the United States.
South African racial slavery is
much more of a concern than
that form of slavery practiced in
the South of the United States.
S.E.
The International Rei a t ion s
Club began its yearly program
last Friday by presenting Sir
Hugh Foot, who gave an encour-
aging talk on Africa and the
United Nations.'
Sir Hugh Foot is currently the
High Consultant to the Managing
Director of the Special Fund of
the United Nations. He has ob-
tained invaluable ex peri e n c e
through years of service with the
British Colonial Office. He has
served as governor of Cyprus, J a-
maica, and Nigeria, and diplomats
credit him as a leader in the de-
velopment of these three nations.
Sir Hugh Foot's years of expe-
rience and assumption of posi-
tions of extreme responsibility
and authority give him the privi-
lege to speak with a critical and
prognostic point of view. As Con-
sultant to the Special Fund of the
United Nations, he very likely
contributes an objectivity gained
through years of subjected in-
volvement, tempered with his
sense of responsibility to the in-
ternaticnal cause. In fact, it ap-
peared that the essence of Sir
Hugh's lecture was that the hope
of the world lies in an objective
internationalism as the political
force of the future.
Even though Sir Hugh is work-
ing for a world organization, he
could not help but wave the Brit-
ish flag vigorously in his lecture
that was to analyze the peculiar
position of Africa in the United
Nations. Speaking as the former
governor of several British colo-
nies, he stressed the fact that
British colonial policy is consist-
ently oriented toward the even-
tual attainment of independence.
To confirm this, he pointed out
that only four of all the British
colonies have chosen not to be
members of the Commonwealth:
Burma, Ireland, South Africa,
and the United States.
Hughes' Dream Explodes
Montage of a Dream Deferred
WHAT HAPPENS TO A DRE-AM
DEFERRED?
DOES IT DRY UP LIKE A
RAISIN IN THE SUN?
OR FESTER LIKE A SOR&-
AND THEN RUN?
DOES IT STINK LIKE ROrrEN
MEAT?
OR CRUST A..'1D SUGAR
OVER-
LIKE A SYRUPY SWEET?
MAYBE IT JUST SAGS LIKE
A REA VY LOAD.
OR DOES IT EXPLODE?
Langston Hughes
Self-Help Goal
Characterizes
A frican Project
Operation Crossroads A f I' i c a
was conceived and organized in
1957 by Dr. James Robinson as
a program in communication be-
tween young people of the United
States and Canada and those of
the African continent. The work
project was chosen as the ideal
medium for this program because
it offers the best opportunity for
the establishment of person-to-
person relationships. This sum-
mer there were 63 invitations
from both private and govern-
ment agencies to come to 28 Af·
rican countries. Our group of 11
students from the United States
and Canada, both Negro and
white, worked with the Depart-
Today's most interesting students
read The New York Times
Why don't you i You'll find it a
rewarding daily addition to your
college days and studies. It keeps
you on top of today's exciting
events ... helps you in a variety-
of courses ... gives you vital back-
ground for discussions in and out
of the classroom.
Why not sign up for a subscrip-
tion today? You'll like the conven-
ience of campus delivery of The
New York Times .. ~ to read and
enjoy before classes begin and at
your leisure throughout the day.
Your New York Times campus
represen tativa will be glad to
serve you with a copy early every
morning at special college rates.
20% Off llegular Rates for
College Girls
ROCCO'S
BEAUTY SALON
443.2138 85 State
j ON CAMPUS II Every Tuesday and Friday
~ROY ~~
~
I.;r. c.aJ'""'uvN"mNG .
(JiJIVVV DRY CLE,tNING I
r()(f> ~IJR STORAGE
~ I
COURTESY
DRUG STORE
Elaine Stanley
Emily Abbey Hall
Phone: 443·1199 .~ ..,"",
/
/
119 State St. 442·5857
Checks Cashed
Free Delivery
Charge Accounts
Plwto Developing
Freshmen-
Stop for Your Free Gift
ing no part of the treaty and reo expected to develop cancer of the
~vr:: ::reri~~~:~s ~~n o~n::~ th:O:ond example of factsI Seminar I
probabilities are the certainties about radiation from these bomb (Continued from Page Three) '--"-"-"'--"-"...-"'-''--''-'''-''''..,......-
and actualities of our own weap- tests will serve to make the I
and 1 have others-but before Ions developers. (Incidentally. the point. On dozens of occasions the seminar, and hence the student ThIs week we are Seniors.
comment on what I think is arguments offered by Edward co.ncentration of iodine 131 in would be exposed to several We lugged our cartons up from
wrong, with the treaty. I should Teller to the U. S. Congress milk In southern Utah has reach- points of view, it would seem the basement, put last year's dlr-
make It clear that there are some against the treaty are remar-k- ed levels over 0.05 microcuries sensible to use this type of crea-! ty spread on the bed and at long
good things about It. ably similar to those the Chinese per liter. This is about three tive essay as the final exam. past gave that awful rug to the
First, it is an easing, however used on the Russians.) In order f times as high a concentration The idea of a program designed community fund; dashed over to
minor, of the paranoiac hostilities to placate our own critics of the as the' Atomic Energy Com mls- especially for seniors is not new,! Bill to rent our favorite Picasso,
of the cold war. senator Joseph tr~a~y it ~as necessary for the ad_l ston all~ws researc~ scie~tists to nor is it the idea of CrOSS-diSCiPlin-1buried the .Yale banner, filled our
rrurustration to verbally reassure I handle m laboratorles WIthout a ary seminars or courses. A few shelves with Great Books, and
Clark, writing just ~ore the Tat- the world that our stock of gen. Ispecial license. For example, Mr. departments here have semmars opened for business
ification, described this effect: I"The climate of Congressional o.cidal weapons is: (a) several !<ent: wh? uses radioactive mater- of the former type. Bowdoin's We proved our status by don-
opinion towards the Soviet Union times greater than that of the I ials In his research, must meet senior program is the extreme of Ining our bat black robes and [otn-
is, for the moment, less stormy Soviet Union; (b) many times cert;ain satetr requirements and this idea of segregation of seniors ing a procession of color. It al-
than usual." Others have hailed more than enough to totally de-I be iSSUed. a h~ense in order even academically. Dartmouth, in its ways seemed like a "fun thing"
this agreement as the beginning stroy ~11 of the ~oviet Union to have In hIS l~boratory .a~ a Great Issues Course required of to march down that long aisle
of a detente 'between the United (overkill factor variously estimat- reagent a solut~on contalnI~g all seniors, falls into both cate'l towards .... We shall accustom
States and the Soviet Union. I e? at from 10 to 100); (c) several ~ore than O.~ mlcroc::uries of 10- gories, as does Stanford in its ourselves, by next year, to being
think that Senator Clark's state- times greater now than it was ?me 131 per hte~ .. Strictly s~ak. colloquia mentioned above. Al- grown up.
ment is more nearly -accurate. ~o y~arsbag?; and (d). will con- mg, ~h~ gtahafd~lfles w~r~. V1ol~t- legheny College also has a "Sem- Many things have changed since
Furthermore, whether it is the mue 0 e Increased In magnt- 109 ... s e y regu a IOns in mar 10General Education." "This we arrived new buildings co
beginning of a U. S.-S. U. rap- tude and sophistication in spite of even handling their milk at-all. is a course restricted to seniors, old buildings go 80m fOrgot:n
e
,
prochement or just a momentary ~e agreement to ban atmcspher- Y ~ t s u c·h radioactivity "hot" in which a small group of stu- The library stays o;n 'til 11~
lull in hostility, the main basis IC t.ests. (See, for example, the milk has on many occa~lOns been i dents meets weekly with one or these days but I'll bet the books
seems 10 be a coincidence of hate. testimony of Defense Secretary consumed by the children of Itw~ faculty members to discuss a fall asleep by 10:30 out of force
China feeling. The effect is not McNan:ara, NYT, August 14.) Utah. sefl~s of contemporary issues, of habit. We do.
one of easing the cold war but But this verbal nuclear chest I could raise several other dis- Icutting across subject matter I .
only a shifting of principal ene- thumping has not been enough; quieting questions about the lines. Topics are developed not thl t W~U;ldbe nIce to do some-
mies. it was also necessary to continue weakness and even threat inher-lonlY to arrive at answers, but to 109 hl~ year. .One of th,ose
to ransom the health and genetic II ent in the treaty most of which give eXlperience with the process ma~r thlOti~lslWhlCWhhas been
Second, the ratification of the integrity of the people of the are associated with these extreme! by which answeI1S are formulat- W~I 109 un ater. e conquered
treaty is clearly a set-9ack for the United States to security through concessions to the militarists Ied. The atmosphere of the semi- brIdge freshman dyear, sl~m soph-
forces or right wing militarism. weapons development by a doub.11which seemed necessary in order nar proVides an opportunity for ?more ~ea:, anh d
a
Wh
Pac
a1llda.
y
It is minor; it is almost certain- led d red bl d t~ t In our JUnior 00 at W 1tan ou e program of to ensure Senate ratification. One lie s udent to discern and evalu- b • S th" th t b
ly temporary; and the ratification ddt t' I h' e now" orne mg a can eun ergroun es mg. of these is the ugly international, ate IS own educational achieve- d '. kl f t It k
was accomplished only at the ex- In theory, nuclear explosions I image created by the repeated in-I ments." (Allegheny College Cat- agOendepqrUod,eYts' f as rehsedus, dI?ac -
pense of sweeping concessions to . d d . t b 't b k h alogue) uc or rus en mgs.th 'I't' t Th f carne out un erground are to·, SIS ence, even y 1 S ac ers, t at . Guita "a s
e mi ) ans . e act remains, tally contained and do not spread I the treaty really doesn't mean There a;e sever~ reasons why r ?erJ~ p . H
however, that in an open, all-out radioactivity into the environ-I much;, we are way ahead in the the type of semmar suggested . W~, lIve In fear ~f the mys-
con~est the national decision went ment. In practice almost all ofl art of mass destruction; we can here would be beneficial in the ~Ique th~se days. Its part of be-
ag~1Ost the generals, the b_omb them have vented a major part of' use the loopholes in the treaty to senior year. First, it would be 109 a semor, we are told. Why we
~utlders and the extreme nght- their radioactive by-products into! stay ahead; and, besides, we can valuable to explore.. in depth, and ask, any~ay, after three years of
IStS. . the surrounding atmosphere. In Ipull out any time we want to. Alll from many angles, a single issue preparatIon are we. not prepared.
TIllrd,. the ~reaty (as long as the year and a half from Septem-' of this is true; but, as the NYT lor topic, in contrast to the con- We have made chOIces, we have,
~he partIes .to .It ~h?ose to keel? it ber, 1961 to May of this year at 1 editorialized on August 23, "A centration on several issues from ~e hope. We have pla!Is, tenta-
In force) WIll mhlblt the pollutIOn least seven major instances of treaty smothered in a blanket of one angle thtat is required. hy con- tIve, depen~ent. We walt, expect·
of our atmosphere with radioac- "venting" occurred. These are the; fear end distrust represents a centration on one's major. Sec- ently, a~XlousIY, to enter the
tive debris. We are still suffering ones admitted by the Atomic En- 1 poor foundation for further pro- ond, developmente of one's ability wor~d, thIS first week-that we are
under the burden of radiation ef1gy Commission, although non- \ gress." to di.scuss issues with precision Semors. per~aps next week wh~n
that. has been forced o.n us by governmental scientists claim Generals Hav t and msig'ht, as well as with con- ~e novelty has worn ?ff we w~H
preVl_ous ~ests. Our enVIronment there were others. Since May ,e Ve 0 . fidenc~, seems to faU short of J~st be students. We W1Il.stop ~It-
IS d~Jly ?emg further profaned by there have been many under- One of the pertph~ral Issues .What It might be. Third, most stu- tmg around the dorm dlscussmg
rad1O'actIve fallout particles gen. ground explosions and several of i that bo~hers me most IS the dem- \dents at Connecticut College do graduate scho?'1. wor:k, life.
erated in tests of two years ago these have vented radioactivity at' onstratlOn that the generals and I not go on to graduate school, and We are Semors t~IS week; we
and still slowly seeping from ,the contamination levels in local weapons mongers h~ve a v~to Ihence'will not need skill in writ- lea.rn to play the gUItar a:nd read
stratosphere4nto our atmosphere;. areas comparable to' the worst, power o,:,er any natIOnal ~ctlOn! ing long papers as much as they phIlosophy In our spare bme. We
the strontium 90 that was de- fallout from surface or atmos. I toward dIsarmament or easmg of I Will need facility and skill in see tlhat freshmen are t~ree years
posited in our bones years ago pheric tests. I the cold war. All the generals ex-\ rec~ding and 'di'scussing books. younger ~nd that that 15 how old
is constantly iafronting our tis- . . .. cept Th.oma? Power, C. G. of the Furt'hermore, one generally reads :ve were Just three years ago. It
sues with cancer producing radia- BIO~oglOalE~ect~ of Radiahon .StrategIC AIr. Com~and, .finally! much more carefully, and hence IS str~nge t? 'h~ve aged three
tion, and it will continue through- .WIth?ut gOIng mto a technical were force? mto Ime WIth at I reta'ins more, from 'books that he years 10 the tl~e It. takes to walk
out our lives; the damaged chro- dI~C~SSlO~of the problem, it is. least a qualrti~d acceptance of the will have to discuss than on books d?w~ a long aIsle In Palmer Au-
mosomes which we already carry SUI! poSSIble to illustrate the bio-: treaty. BU~ It was. abundantly for a paper, or from which he is ditorlUffi towards. . ... J. M.
as scars O'f previous tests are a logIcal effects of these under- clear that If only a lIttle more r~- required to glean only the essen-
permanent degradation of the ground t~sts. On December 10, luctance had been shown or If Nal facts, Fourth. and somewhat
genetic integrity of the human 196~,ProJect qnome was execut- even a couple of more top ~en- parenthetically, the first intellect-
race. Even so, it is still true that ed In New Me~lco for the purpose erals had h~ld .out, .the reqmred I ual activity that freshmen en-
so long as governments refrain of demonstratIng that small un- 67 votes for ratificatIOn could -not Igage in as members of Connecti-
from further atmospheric testing, derground explosions !ire. unde- have been m~stered. cut College is the reading and FO R
t~e additional incren:tent of en- t~able ~xcept by o~,sIte mspec- Yet, even WIth all these caveats disct:'-ssing of .several books on a
vlronmental contammation by t~ons. ThIS was a 2 kIloton explo- I am gr~teful that we now h.ave partIcular tOPIC. It would be sym-
damaging radiation will be les- SlOn ~abou.t one tenth the size of the partial test-ban treaty. It IS afmetrical, and interesting for pur-
sened. the HiroshIma bomb and one ten- small step forward, and there are poses of cont:m.st. for seniors to
I must quickly point out, thousa.ndth ~he size of our stan~- some clear benefits for ~uman.it~. end their four years with a some-
though, that the. spoiling of our ard hIgh yIeld. w~apons). IncI- I only urge yo~ t? see It realtstl- what similar program.
environment by radioactive bomb dentally, the seIsmIC waves_ froT? ~ally for what It 15 ~n~ f?r wh~t In conclusion, it is suggested
debris is by no means stopped en- the shot were observed and ldenti· It may become. If It IS lmmed~- bhat this type of a seminar be
tirely-which raises one of those tied as far away as Upsala, SW~d- a~ely followed by new. an~ de~I- opened second semester of this
related questions that may have en. Also, the shot vented. It laId, ~Ive steps towar~ rationalIty In year, on a tria] basis, to be eval·
more significance than the treaty over. most of the area of New lJ:ternahonal ~alrs then the ac- uated at the end by participating
itself. ~exlco, a blanket of .fallou! par- tIOn of the Umted States Senate students and faculty. If anyone
. . tic1es such that the chl1dren 10 the last Thursday could be the turn- has ideas or comments I should
Contmuance of Testing area received thyroid doses of ing point that saved civilization. appreciate them. '
France, the fourth nuclear pow- iodine 131 estimated to be about If the multitude of forces hostile Mary Emeny
er, a~d China, the most probable 50 rads, In meaningful terms, See "Bombs"-Page 5 Box 284
candldate for fifth, have both with that dose of radiation about !c::;;::;:;;:::;:;:::;;::::;;;:::v::;;:;:::;:;;:::;:;:::;;;::;:rv::;;:;:::;:;;:::;:;:::;;::::;;;:::::;::;;:;:::;:;;:::;:;:::;;::::;;;:::::;:-;;
made it clear that they .!ire hav- one child in every 520 would be
-
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(ConUnued from Pan Two)
50 Rooms
Restaurant and Lounge
Dancing Nightly except Sundays
l\leetlng and Banquet Rooms
Connecticut Yankee Motor Inn & Restaurant
Puritan Restaurant
235 State Street
Come Enjoy
Delicious Food
(Special Winler Student Guest Rates)
Exit 74 Conn. Turnpike, Niaqtic, Conn.
Telephone: 739·5483As Oose as Your Phone. ••
Call GI 3-8439
For All Your Pharmaceutical and
Cosmetic Needs
Free Delivery. Charge Accounts Invited
Checu whed
Ope" Daily 8:30 a.m.• 9 :00 p.m.
DYER'S PHARMACY
• ,
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!
* Hotel Reservations* Air TIckets* Holiday Reservations* European Tour8* Steamship Tickets
KLINGERMAN II Bank St" New London
Phone GI 3·2855
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This Week
Leisure-Hour
Ease
-
Smart looking, smooth
fitting caSuals for indoors or
out. Finest quality leather.
master-erafted in genuine
moccasin construction, cradles
your foot in comfort
from heel to toe.
CARWINS
1I5 State 51,
442·8870
BASS OUTOOOK FOOTWEAK
PlIgtlSix CODDCtlDIUI
Liberal Arts Forum
Fails to Stimulate
Inarticulate Group
meals a day and education for the
children. They would be happy
there.
they would have a home, three
where at any time one can go to
"twist and shout." If passing
through southeast France next
summer, bring your madras wrap
around and school banners-Gre-
noble is a college town.
Emily Littman '65
Barb Slotnik '65
L. Luis '64
•••
An evening in Madrid . .
pitchers of sangria in the Meson
The custom of the Student- de La Guitarra and the chance
Faculty forum was revived after for fascinating conversation with
six years of dormancy on Tues- two Madrilenians ... one, a law-
day evening at 8:00. A panel of yer; the other, a civil servant. In --------------
student leaders and members of Spanish and in French-aided by
the faculty selected the topic of many gestures-we asked them
"The Meaning and Aims of the to explain the reactionary move-
Liberal Arts Education" for the ment to the Spanish government.
opening discussion. Miss war. Our friends were revolutionists.
rine Eastburn, Dean of Adminis- They spoke of what seemed to us
tration and Assistant to the Pres- to be a peaceful organized resist-
ident acted as moderator and Mr. ance to Franco, boring from with-
Phillip Jordan of the history de- in. Three hours of intense talk
partment and Mr. John Kent of followed, leaving us with feelings
the zoology department made the of confusion.
opening remarks. Nancy Sinkin '64
Mr. Jordan, who was obviously Linda Cohen '64
well-prepared, discussed the • • •
meaning and the history of the Stendhal-writer during the ro-
Liberal Arts and went back to the mantic period of French litera-
ancient Greek idea of the "whole ture, author of such novels as
man" for its origin. Mr. Kent Le Rouge et Le Nair and La
presented the various procedural Chartreuse de Par-me claimed
alternatives open to a liberal arts Grenoble as his home town. How-
institution. Mr. Kent based many ever, this association with Stend-
of his remarks on a study he hal is not regarded too highly by
made this summer at a workshop his fellow citizens. There is only
on the liberal arts through a a non-existent school that re-
Danforth Grant (page I, col- mains to commemorate this auth-
umn 3), Mr. Kent's defense of the or, and a somewhat obscure mu-
non-vocation liberal arts educa- seum in 'the off-limits (unless one
!ion was certainly worth exp?s- is 'literally armed t~ the teeth),
mg to both -the over-laboratorfed both famous and infamous AI-
~hemi~ major and the scientif- J gerian section. Grenoble, sur-
rc English major. rounded on all sides by the
The topic, "The Meaning and French Alps and fast becoming
Aims of the Liberal Arts," was one of the largest cities in France,
poorly chosen for an audience of is not, however, noteworthy only
girls who have obviously decided for Stendhal.
on a liberal arts education and One finds here Place Grenete
could raise no serious objections. where the prototype of Julien Sor-
The nature of liberal arts was Ig- el of Le Rouge et Le Noir fame
nored for a rehashing of the pros was gUillotined, now the site of the
and cons of a liberal arts educa- city's central shopping area. Here,
tion. Since everyone seemed in too, a bit higher, is La Grande
agreement, tne discussion soon Chartreuse,a monastery, where
disintegrated. ori/iinates the famed liqueur.
The advent of the forum as an Grenoble is also the glove centre
arena for open, stfmuiating ex- of France. In addition, there is
change between students and fac- the telepher-ique, French version
ulty had been anticipated, but the of an aerial tramway which car-
lack of 'attendance on the part of ries one into the Vercors moun-
both students and faculty, and tain range, where began the re-
the general lack of enthusiasm ststance movement of World War
displayed made this a disappoint- II. Site of the Universite de Gre-
ing attempt. It is hoped that there noble, the city welcomes over two
will be further forums in which thousand students to participate
a more imaginative topic 'will be in its summer program and the
chosen and wider participation student organization, C.U.I.G.,!
can be aroused. G.G.
Bombs
(Continued rrom Paae Five)
to the aim~ of the treaty are al-
lowed to prevent its follow-up or
are able to reverse its intention,
then the events surrounding the
ratification of the treaty may
have marked the final slip toward
total nuclear war. The choice is
up to the men and women of
goodwill who in America still
have a chance to influence the
course of national policies.
Which will be the choice? To
paraphrase the song: The answer,
my friends, is blowing on the
wind.
Gordon Christiansen
Professor of Chemistry
n."""'''' ...."""".,,,,,,,,,,..,,.,,,,''',,,,,,.,,....,,,,,,,,''',
CinemaScoop
""",,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,, ..,,.,,,,,,
GARDE
Thru OCtober 8th
The VIPs
Starts October 9th
The Castilian
Wall of Noise
CAPITOL
Thru OCtober Sth
The Haunted Palace
Terrified
Starts October 9th
Wives and Lovers
Paris Pickup
\
WATCH TIDS SPACE
I
From Abroad
Riding on a train in Germany,
we met a West German. He spoke
excellent English and was a bril-
liant conversationalist. One of
our group was a New Yorker,
and when our new friend had
gleaned this bit of information,
he leaned back in the seat, drew
on his pipe, and said casually,
"You know, I think they should
take the Statue of Liberty and
set it up in Alabama.
Sue Lates '64
• • •
The one-armed Neapolitan and
h'is "ragged little four-year-old
daughter looked ironically out of
place even in Mario's, The odors
of spaghetti and wine were dom-
inated completely by the Iaugh-
ing summer erowd of American
students that gathered there each
evening for what reputedly was
the cheapest meat in Rome. The
Neapolitan sat in the only empty
seat available, placing the child
on his lap. While Paul shared his
bread and spaghetti with the ob-
viously hungry child, the fatJrer
told us how he'd lost his arm in a
fishing accident and was now sell-
ing inexpensive stationery in ord-
er to feed his family. He had sent
his wife and the older children to
Genoa to stay with relatives while
he sold his goods from door to
door. He was now enroute to
Genoa with the little girl. In
Genoa there would be more op-
portunities to earn the money
that would enable him to sail to
New York. To settle in the land
of golden opportunities where a
man could become prosperous
was his dream. His family would
follow him when the richness that
America guaranteed became a
tangible part of his life. There
ehe shape
The s"apettest s"ape ••••
rather narrowed A-frame.
moving smoothly as panthers.
Its most knowing version •••
a firm wool herringbone.
fully lined. Wear it as a
jumper. or bare-armed.
Wear it swinging, or (oc-
easionally) with its sash.
Burgundy.
Navy. 5 to 15.
Sl9.95
Long Sleeve Button-Down
Shirt-White, Blue, Pink,
Yellow, Linen, Cranberry.
l()'16 $5.95
N. J. GORRA & BRO.
New London, Conn. Phone: 443·7191
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CALL.··
JAMES DRUG
for the fastest '. most frequent •••••
delivery service in town
,
HEADQUARTERS FOR:
• s. S. Pierce Products
• Meiers Sparkling (non-alcoholic) Wines
• Russell Stover Chocolates
• Trappist and Trappistine Candies
~ and Jellies
• SPECIAL GIFT DEPARTMENT
COSMETICS- TOILETRIES
Our Cosmetic Department is the Finest,
,
Most Complete, Most Luxurious in East-
ern Conn. Names such as Germaine Mon·
tiel, John Robert Powers, Mary Chess,
Elizabeth Arden and a host of others are
always in stock.
36 Complete Lines - Over 150 Fragrances
•
24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE
Why Not Open a Charge Account?
Charge and Send - The Easy Way
JAMES DRUG CO.
INCORPORATED
Bank Street at Pearl 442-8575
Apothecaries to the Medical Profession and
10 the Home Since 1914
